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About This Game

Have you ever wanted to poop on people but were too shy to just go for it?
There's poop in my soup lets you do just that, poop in soups, poop on people, poop on poodles, poop anywhere you please, from

the streets of New York to Paris to Beijing.
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Make sure to tick off that to-poo list and unlock special poo abilities.
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Yes absolutely brilliant train. Sounds are good and the horn i take it is high soft low soft because it doesnt have a really loud
sound. I have AP Class 66 sound pack for this and its absolutely awesome. A nice high horn loud horn and the sounds are
amazing. On this train there a 2tone horn using spacebar and"B".. I love it , Great price , fun strategy game. Well done.. Update
12\/15\/15: Though my initial review of the game and its mechanics stands, some glaring issues have forced me to revise it to a
not recommended. That said it's a middling not-recommended and if the game and its mechanics appeal to you, chances are
there's still fun to be had. The issues are that there are a number of gameplay bugs and a handful of bugs for achievements
(won't pop-up no matter what, and this isn't just me, they're widely documented) that really bring it down. Normally this
wouldn't be enough to bring a game down for me but the fact that the dev has gone completely silent and refuses to talk about it
speaks incredibly ill of them. So changing this to a negative review has more to do with shady business practices, not wanting to
support a dev that forgets its buyers and a handful of bugs than it does that standing games worth.

----------------------

I\u2019m not entirely certain where the hate is coming from, save that it\u2019s a mobile game and there are certain people
who just hate mobile game ports, even decent ones.

So yeah, let\u2019s get that out of the way. It\u2019s a mobile port and if that bugs you then you\u2019re probably going to
dislike this game. Though it\u2019s been retooled for purchase on the PC there are still plenty of signs it was at one time a
mobile game. The graphics, the controls, and definitely the gold and daily-quests mechanic.

That said as far as mobile ports go this one has seen a pretty solid revamping. The controls have been reworked to play like any
other ARPG, the combat is simple but satisfying. Though the gold mechanic remains the way you gain it has been drastically
altered. You get an acceptable amount of gold simply by playing the game, and unlike I imagine the mobile was, a lot of
mechanics used to gain more gold are in fact free here.

There is definitely a grind to be had, but then that can be said of plenty of games. If you hate grinding then again the game
isn\u2019t for you, but at no point have I felt like the grind was excessive to the point of frustration. The early game moves
quite quickly, and though scaling results in a longer grind later on the short missions (none lasting more than five minutes)
ensures that you never get stuck doing one thing for too long.

Though this game isn\u2019t made for the story as someone who likes to know this I\u2019ll include it for others. The story is
100% forgettable and nothing you\u2019ll remember in a month or two. But for what it is it\u2019s serviceable. It moves you
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from one objective to the next and isn\u2019t so horrible as to be painful like you might think.

So long story short I don\u2019t think there\u2019s anything wrong with the game. It won\u2019t be your new favorite game,
and it was clearly a mobile game at one point. But it\u2019s a decent game and a decent port, and for the price there\u2019s
nothing truly objectionable about it.. I was not expecting something like this to be this astonishingly bad. \u00a315.99 is a rip
off for this sort of game.

Eve of Destruction is basically a poor man's Call of Duty and make it have the quality of the latest Infinite Warfare trailer.

Eve of Destruction - REDUX (and no, I don't udnerstand the REDUX part, I can't find any existing "Eve of Destruction") is
basically a single\/multiplayer FPS. It is divided into different game modes, with a primary focus on the Combat game mode.

Now, I will start off by saying when the game first started, I was semi impressed. I saw the amount of maps that the game had
and it had a good 30 "different" maps. I'm using different in quotations for reasons I'll explain later.

The first mode I tried out was the only tutorial mission which was helicopter training. I jump in and realise that graphics are
awful, Call of Duty on PS1 graphics I'm talking about, and I'm talking about the game on max settings. The helicopter training is
also unbeatable as the helicopter controls are terrible. I don't usually expect helicopter controls in games to be great but I expect
that I can at least control the altitude of the thing. In Eve of Destruction, you can barely do anything as nearly all movement of
the helicopter is depending on the mouse and not only that, the W key is used for moving forward and gaining altitude and the S
key is used to descend and move backwards, imagine how hard it is to reach an objective using that sort of process.

Anyway, enough about the tutorial, what's the rest of the game like? Well, the rest of the game is just starting to get bad.

Nearly all of the game modes have a form of unplayability factor to them or just shear boredom that you cna't really press
forwards to continue playing it.

One issue that the game also has is that you can't apply a differetn game mode to a different map, each map has a designated
game mode\/s to them (when I say s, I mean that there are about 5 of them that have 2 game modes to them) the maps that do
have more than 1 game mode to it use that other game mode as jsut a tacky add on that doesn't even seem fitting with the map.

I'll talk about a few of the game modes that are worth talking about as these are the main stand points of the game.

Combat is probably the primary game mode the game pushes out and it's also the most generic. It's basically Capture the Flag +
bad AI teammates. You can choose from 2 teams and you need to have your team conquer all the flags on the map. The primary
problem that it has is that each team have designated flags assigned to them. You don't start off with an equal amount of flags
(or at least not always) and you're never told before you've actually chosen your team what the amount of starting flags are. The
2nd issue is that the AI of the teammates is some of the worst I've ever seen. Your teammates just run around in circles and
don't really help you out much. The enemy AI on the other hand seem to vary from being bad like your teammates and being
unfair. For starters, the AI seem to be able to shoot through the walls whereas you can't so that's already unfair. But then
sometimes the enemy AI just sometimes decide to not shoot at you. I can't figure out why they aren't shooting at me sometimes
and other times they don't.

There's a game mode where you fire missiles down on planes\/helicopters that don't even attack you which is also really boring
when the thing actually functions correctly.

The racing in the game also has some unplayability. If your car flips, there is no way to actually get the thing back up so that
means game over and with the bizarre AI attached to it, you'll get flipped over a lot.

There is also other forms of warfare, there's air warfare where (if you payed attention to the tutorial I played) you can sort of
expect having warfare with jets and helicopters will go.

There's boat warfare and the enemy AI is worse on that as they'll just keep crashing their boats into everything and pose as little
to no threat to you.
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Now, let me talk about the maps. Even though (like I said) I was impressed with the amount of maps that were created at the
start, once I actually played them, most of them felt tacky, cheap and unfinished. Items, houses everything is recycled wherever
possible and most of the maps feel like I'm playing in the same empty environment. Also, there's a map in the game and
according to the map, there was emant to be other buildings implemented because they're on the map, but not actually
PHYSICALLY there.

The multiplayer isn't that good as there's barely anyone playing and is primarily occupied by bots (and you know what they're
like)

Your weapons also decide to freak out from time to time. The ironsights on your guns sometimes works, sometimes don't and
soemtimes decide to put the ironsights in the middle of the gun so you can't see what you're doing.

Even if you can look past all of the flaws I've listed out, the game is still a generic and boring multiplayer FPS that is
DEFINATELY overpriced. Personally, this is one of the worst experiences I've ever had.

Pros

Cons
- Bad graphics
- Bad vehicle controls
- Recycled maps
- Missing locations
- Bad AI
- Some game modes are unplayable

Final verdict: 1\/10

My Steam Cuarator group: http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/groups\/MellowReviews. Game runs like a starved hamster that is
getting stabbed to death with \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ier graphics and mechanics as it's predecessor.
The matchmaking barely works and the costumisation could've been removed entirely without being missed.
Hitboxes lag behind soldiers and you can get shot through solid objects (Things like hills, not bamboo walls).
Teams are unballanced and teammates are usually\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665that can't even see
who's allied and who is not.
If you want a realistic game from this dev: Buy Red Orchestra 2 instead.. Good stealth horror game! Not AAA class as Soma or
Alien Isolation, but anyway interesting. Can't say something bad about this game, because it even has rebindable controls (rare
thing in indie games)! Maybe it someway short but maybe this is for good - game not became boring. Only one aspect i can
really critisize - hand computer text fonts are too small and blurred into almost unreadable condtion (but you need to read them
in order to find door codes). Also about reading - your time in game is depends on your sickness level - so i absolutely have no
time to read all those story texts in order to save my time and antidotes. And therefore i miss a half of the game backstory. Why
they did this mistake - i don't know, but if you want to read all texts - prepare to spend all of your antidotes and die:) Also game
not supports my native resolution of 1920x1200, but this is bearable. Anyway - i recommend this game for sure - it is scary,
atmospheric and balanced. It was nice experience!. A surprisingly good game that I probably played for longer than I needed to.
For a low budget silly little thing it turned out to be not half bad. I probably wouldn't play it if I had a life, but well.... Bloody
Great! It takes some time to get used to the weapon differences and how to reload because of authentic and accurate loading
systems (I have shot a few of these weapons for real) the detail is spot on, You can suppress an enemy bot from around a corner.
Cover works better than most games (glass breaks though in reality it probably wouldn't)
It's up there...and I highly recommend. Rounds go through objects and hit enemies as expected. Recoil is fairly accurate.
Aiming with auto weapons needs some mods with the controllers and there are some really cheap and simple yet effective ideas
out there. Finally 9.99 is an absolute bargain so get in quick before the price jumps! Some polish to the game? well 7 hours in -
on 1 map- I need longer to be critical.
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If you enjoyed the games or simply want some good music to listen to, consider this. This won't read like a Thumbs up review,
but there is no maybe button.
First, a disclaimer. I have been looking for a Twin stick shooter rpg for ages. This almost fills the void.

Pros:
The controls are solid. The character responds well to commands.
The music is pretty fantastic.
The graphics, while simple, are pretty well done. I love dem square trees.
You can feel pretty powerful.

_______

Cons:
The bullets (pixels) are incredibly glowy. After a few levels, it's just about all you can see. But it doesn't matter much because;

The game is waaaay too easy. Once you implement resource management and get a few upgraded equips, you neve run out of
ammo. Which isn't even a complaint really, I hate ammo hunting, but when I can one shot an entire room and kill the final boss
before I get a good look at him, things are a tad too easy.

The game is waaaaay too short. I put like 3 hours into it and it's done. Which is unfortunate, because I was a lot of fun,

The interface. It's not pretty, and doesn't offer a lot of information about what you're looking at. For example, if you're crafting
and you want to know how much ammo one of your equips have, you have to leave the crafting table, open up your inventory,
and equip the item. There are no tooltips, except to tell you what each item does (also not available while crafting). Some simple
quality of life enhancements would make this game a TON better.

Small gripe, the monsters don't die as soon as they take a killing blow, and that can be frustrating. It's like, ok, he's dead, but he
still got a hit on you after taking all that damage and oh look, now he explodes.
_____

The Breakdown:
I like this game. I really do. I'm also glad I got it on sale, because at it's current state, I would have felt a tad dissapointed. I DID
have fun with it, and I think a lot of people will, but it just doesnt feel complete.

The BrightSide:
The developer is being very active. There have already been a few updates that introduce new features, with more on the way.
So if you can bare with it through some of it's growing pains, then I would say it's an absolute buy. Now get out there and shoot
some pixels!

Gaming on Ubuntu 14.04. Pixel Boy runs great on it.. I bought this with the last of my money not knowing whether it would be
worth my time. THIS IS ONE OF THE BEST PURCHASES I ever made on Steam. You can do so much with this Program,
Desktop wallpapers will never be the same again. If you are looking for a good wallpaper, this program has em all. I highly
recommend this to those who cant decide on wallpapers. 10\/10.  KnightFall - this game is probably one of the best indie
game I've played in a long time. The game keeps the tension of navigating in the darkness and the unknown to the most
brutal sword fights. The soundtrack is epic and the graphics are on point. The controls are responsive and snappy. If
you like explorer games then this is for you.

 The mystical teleporter pad is cool!. The game is quite interesting, especially in terms of gameplay. It is a pity that the
game has only 9 levels, I would like to see new types of weapons and their customization. another thing I wanted to
draw attention to-soundtrack, it is needed here! I hope that later the developer will add additional content.. how to use
this one. Wow, this game is cute, kid-friendly, and super fun.
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